Using density-functional theory with the hybrid functional B3LYP, we investigate the electronic properties of polymers with diketo-pyrrolo-pyrrole (DPP) unit. We note that some of the polymers studied have LUCO energy similar to the C70-PCBM, or even lower, making them promising candidates for electron transport in organic photovoltaic devices. The homopolymer of DPP is predicted to have a band gap around 1.2 eV and shows a good dispersion of the conduction band.
Organic solar cells are the subject of intense research at this time due to their low fabrication cost, light weight, mechanical flexibility and possible transparency. The primary challenge is to raise their power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) from the current maximum achieved of 6%, [1] to at least 10% so that they can become economically viable and enable widespread uses. In order to improve the efficiency in bulk heterojunction (BHJ) or multilayer organic solar cells, it seems crucial to find polymers with high carrier mobility. [2] The PCE is also related to the magnitude of the open-circuit voltage (V oc ), [3] which is linked to the energy difference between the highest occupied crystal orbital (HOCO) level of the donor and the lowest unoccupied crystal orbital (LUCO) level of the acceptor molecules. [4, 5, 6] In their paper, Scharber et al., [7] used a simple model to link the PCE to the band gap and the LUCO level of the donor in devices which uses [6, 6] -phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as an acceptor and demonstrated the 10% PCE was possible with polymers that have the right electronic properties. Any hints from theoretical calculations on how one can experimentally tune these levels is then of considerable interest in the search of more efficient solar cells. Among the promising polymers, those made with diketo-pyrrolo-pyrrole (DPP) get a lot of attention presently because they have been shown to have relatively high mobilities and PCEs. [8, 9, 10] In this article, we report the results of calculations using density-functional theory (DFT) [11, 12] on polymers made with the DPP unit. The general structure of the polymers studied is shown in Fig.1a , where the side chains are denoted by R and the variable component of the unit cell is denoted by X. Fig.1b shows a polymer already synthetized, poly [3,6- 
, which has been used along with PCBM in solar cell reaching 4% of PCE. [9] The calculations reported on DPP-type polymers (see Fig 2) are performed with Gaussian 03, [13] a code oriented towards molecules using gaussian functions as basis set.
The B3LYP functional [14, 15] including exact exchange and the basis 6-311G(d,p) have been used. The geometry of the unit cell and the dihedral angle between two successive units have been optimized for all polymers. We will use the HOCO-LUCO gaps of DFT-B3LYP as an indication of the optical gap of the polymers even if these calculations do not formally include electron-hole (e-h) interaction. To reinforce the DFT conclusions, we use the GW [16] method (GWA) to calculate some electronic and optical structures. However, since these calculations involve more intense computation, we could only carry out those Fig. 2 and by an H for those reported in Fig. 3. for the smaller systems, namely polythiophene (PT) and DPP homopolymer (pDPP). In GWA, the self energy Σ is approximated to be the convolution of Green's function G and the screened Coulomb potential W :
The G and W functions are calculated using the ab initio ground state DFT-local density has been necessary to get rid of spurious replica interactions. In particular, the screened Coulomb potential W has been approximated by using the standard Plasmon Pole Model [18] (PPM).
In order to converge our GWA calculations, we have made use of 1200 (PT) and 1000 polymers with the highest number of DPP units show a LUCO level even lower.
The two last columns deal with pBBTDPP2 (see Fig. 1b ) and PT which as been investigated experimentally. [8, 9, 19, 20] It is noteworthy that the DFT-B3LYP band gaps coincide with the experimental optical gap of pBBTDPP2 [9] and PT [21] . These coincidences occur with calculations neglecting the e-h interaction energy, giving us confidence that DFT-B3LYP band gaps can be used as prediction for other polymers made with the same building blocks.
In what follow, we will show that GW results are in good agreement with the B3LYP ones for pDPP and PT, which are at the two extrema of Fig 2. This allow us to conclude that B3LYP results on intermediate polymers should, in principle, also agree with GW , supporting further our B3LYP conclusions. In Fig. 3 , we have shown the GW (PPM)
PT and pDPP band electronic structures. In the PT isolated chain, the 1.1 eV calculated DFT-LDA band gap is increased up to 2.38 eV in GWA. This is in disagreement with former GWA PT isolated chain calculations (3.58 eV). [22, 23, 24] A possible reason for this difference stems from smaller unit cell in the previous results not large enough to isolate the polymer chains in GWA calculations. Nevertheless, their three dimensional approximation where the chain is embedded in a macroscopic dielectric medium is more in agreement to our results (2.49 eV). In GWA , the slope of π HOCO valence band is enhanced: starting with negligible GW corrections with respect to DFT-LDA at Γ point, at X the energy difference between the two methods is 1.1 eV. Moreover, the intensification of the correlation effects produce the lowering of the core valence bands from 0.2 eV up to 1 eV. In contrast, the GWA corrections result in π * LUCO conduction band almost rigidly shifted. In isolated pDPP chain, the almost 0.6 eV DFT-LDA band gap is evaluated 1.284 eV in GWA. Whereas now the dispersion of HOCO band is almost unmodified, the GWA corrections for LUCO band vary from 0.4 eV at Γ to 0.8 eV at X point. The valence bands decrease in energy as typical behavior in GW calculations for semiconductors. On the other hand, the GWA conduction bands get more matted and shift down in energy.
In conclusion, we have found a polymer with a theoretical LUCO level comparable to the PCBM one, suggesting the later could potentially play the role of the former in photovoltaic devices. We also found three polymers with LUCO energies even lower, which could eventually be used as electron acceptor. The pDPP shows a great dispersion of the conduction band leading to believe it should be a good charge carrier. GWA calculations for PT show the direct band gaps equal to 2.38 eV (PPM). In pDPP, the GWA band gap is calculated 1.28 eVGW results are in good agreement with the B3LYP ones. 
